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FORT LAUDERDALE, FL, UNITED STATES, May 8, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Renowned Flooring King

Antonio Sustiel Shares Expertise on Home

Renovation on a Budget

Antonio Sustiel, the esteemed Flooring King, was

recently invited as a guest on NBC 6 South Florida to

provide valuable insights on how to renovate your

home without breaking the bank. With his vast

experience and industry knowledge, Sustiel shared

his expertise on cost-effective ways to revamp living

spaces and offered an essential piece of advice to

homeowners.

During his appearance on the show, Sustiel

emphasized the importance of hiring a professional

individual for home renovations. He highlighted the

value of seeking expert guidance to ensure quality

outcomes and avoid unnecessary expenses in the

long run. Sustiel's recommendation resonated with

viewers, who appreciated the significance of skilled professionals in achieving their desired home

transformations.

Furthermore, Sustiel stressed the significance of careful planning when undertaking a renovation

project. He advised homeowners to identify specific areas of their homes that require renovation

and prioritize them. By approaching the renovation process in stages, individuals can minimize

costs and gradually enhance their living spaces without sacrificing quality or exceeding their

budget.

Antonio Sustiel has earned widespread recognition for his expertise in the flooring industry. His

appearances on various TV shows, including CNBC's "Blue-Collar Millionaire," Bloomberg TV's

"The American Dream Show" (twice), and features in Success Magazine and numerous other

global publications and podcasts, have solidified his status as a trusted authority in the field.

Sustiel's reputation for delivering exceptional results and his commitment to providing cost-

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.success.com/


effective solutions have made him a go-to resource

for homeowners seeking to transform their spaces.

For media inquiries, interviews, or further

information, please contact:

Antonio Sustiel 

CEO 

FLOORING KING

954-253-7095

https://www.flooringking.com/

About Antonio Sustiel:

Antonio Sustiel is a highly regarded expert in the

flooring industry, known for his exceptional

craftsmanship, attention to detail, and commitment

to customer satisfaction. With an illustrious career

spanning several TV appearances, magazine

features, and podcasts, Sustiel has established

himself as a trusted authority in home renovation.

His passion for delivering top-notch results while

adhering to budgetary constraints has made him a

sought-after figure in the industry.
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we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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